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The sole focus of the JXM Database is to provide an accurate, nonbiased tool that can be 
used to find stocks that offer the greatest potential for superior returns.  This Quant-based 
system weighs common financial and technical ratios against a stock's direct, industry and 
sector competitors
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#4 ALXN
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HEALTHCARE SECTOR

The Healthcare sector consists of 
companies engaged in manufacturing, 
medical equipment, supplies and 
pharmaceuticals.  In 2017 HC has been 
the leading sector, up 16.8% year to date

In June this sector broke out of a 16 
month base and looks to continue to lead 
the overall market higher into year end 
as shown in the sector view.  The weekly 
chart is trading above key moving 
averages which are in an uptrend along 
with recent breakout price just over $300.  
As of now, pullbacks should warrant 
buying opportunities.  Now that we have 
a sector breaking out of a longer term 
base, we can now focus on the leaders in 
that particular sector.  We ran the entire 
sector through our fi ltration process and 
the final JXM 24 summary page is 
shown at the bottom of this page.

The focus now moves towards the top 5 
companies.  We share each companies 
stock report (The PDF can be shown with 
just clicking on the ticker to the left (Top 
5 stock reports).

ALGN takes the top spot which we have 
highlighted throughout the year.  We are 
also currently long this name and will 
continue holding until weakness shows 
up within the database.  

HOLX is new to the summary page.  
While it seems to have great growth 
opportunity, I personally dont l ike the 
rules score and the so so technicals.  

CELG is a hot name in the market.  
Already up 16% in the last 30 days 
which is just as much as the entire sector 
in all of 2017.  This has very strong 
seasonality which is shared on page 2 of 
the newsletter.  When you combine that 
with a strong sector and a solid JXM 
score, you have a good risk on 
opportunity

ALXN also looks the part.  Its another 
name that really gets going in July.  This 
is what I would call having the stars 
align.  It does everything well (all JXM 
levels) and the chart is starting to show 
some strength right into its favorite 
month of the year.  Typically we would 
like a higher high before rating this a 
buy

ABBV just broke out of its triangle and 
while its had some nice upside 
momentum lately, its not up much YTD 
so it could be one of the catch up plays.  
Lovely daily bull flag continuation setup
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TRADE IDEAS

EXEL

                 SECTOR SEASONALITY AND CHARTS

Buy 23.5 support if it 
comes ahead of the 
middle of July or a close 
over the 5/2 topping tail 

CELG

Buy the break of the June 
highs to ride the bull flag to 
150+ with stop 2% below 
orange dotted line on a 
closing basis.  A buy closer to 
orange line would increase 
risk/reward

The above snapshot is how each name has 
performed in July since 1980 sorted by the 
5 year average.  EXEL, CELG and ALXN 
are the ones that standout.  CELG and 
ALXN have more interest to me as they 
made the top 5 in the JXM.

EXEL really doesn't normally get going to 
around mid month as shown in the line 
chart below.  Its a name we will explore if 
we notice a dip in price after July 15th

CELG since inception has been pretty 
boring in July until the end of month but 
when you break it down by segments, the 5 
and 10 year average tell a different story.  
When you look at the candlestick chart 
shown in the trade idea section, you have a 
nice combination with technicals and 
seasonality combined with a top JXM name

ALXN is similar to CELG where it has a 
nice setup into strong seasonality combined 
with a strong JXM score.   Another name 
with great risk/ reward on the long side.  All 
major averages show it typically ends July 
higher than it starts the month

?Identify stocks 
through the JXM and 
give your power and 
energy to the charts.?

HOLX

False breakout so wait for 
price to come down and 
retest of base, July 15 highs 
(50dma is support for now)
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